The KL1116 KVM Switch is a control unit that allows access to multiple computers from a single KVM (keyboard, monitor, and mouse), console. Before the development of the Master View, the only way to control multiple computer configurations from a single console was through a complex and costly network system. Now, with the KL1116, you can easily access multiple computers in a cost effective manner.

Features

- Integrated KVM console with 17" LCD monitor in a Dual Rail housing
- Space saving technology - up to two consoles (one bus) control up to 16 computers
- Dual Rail housing is slightly less than 1U with top and bottom clearance for smooth operation in 1U of rack space
- Extra console port - manage computers in the LCD KVM switch from an external console (monitor, PS/2 keyboard, and PS/2 mouse)
- Dual Rail - LCD monitor slides independently of the keyboard/touchpad
- LCD module rotates up to 120 degrees for a more comfortable viewing angle
- Console lock - enables the console drawer to remain securely locked away in position when not in use
- Dedicated Hotkey Mode and OSD Invocation Keys reduce the number of keystrokes and provide quick access to these functions
- Daisy chain up to 31 additional KVM switches to control up to 512 computers
- Auto Scan Mode enables continuous monitoring of user-selected computers
- Broadcast support - commands from the keyboard can be broadcast to all available computers on the installation
- Two level password security - only authorized users can view and control the computers - up to four users plus an administrator with separate profiles for each
- Port selection via Pushbutton, Hotkey and OSD
- DDC emulation - video settings of each computer are automatically adjusted for optimal output to the monitor
- Hot pluggable - add or remove computers without having to power down the switch
- Firmware upgradable
- Super A-Grade TFT LCD Panel; Zero Dead Pixel Guarantee
- Multiplatform support: Windows 2000/XP/Vista, Linux, Unix and FreeBSD.
- For more information about KVMs which can connect to KL1116, see Compatible KVM Table

More information about "Easy Rack Mounting"...